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Tangerine Beef  

  

Ingredients  

900 grams of Beef strips (use according to the amount that you have available)  

6 table spoons of Light soy sauce  

1/4 cup of Soy sauce  

1/4 cup of Sesame oil  

1/4 Rice wine vinegar  

1/4 cup of tangerine juice  

4 cloves of Garlic  

Thumb sized Ginger  

3 medium sized Tangerine  

1 cup of Shredded carrot  

1 cup of Mixed peppers (optional)  

4 tablespoons of Oil  

Scallions (spring onions)  

5 tbs of constarch 

2 tablespoons of Honey  

Utensils:  

Wok or Large Sauce pan  

Wooden spoon  

Bowl  

Prep time: 15 minutes Marinade time: 30 minutes -4hours (depending on the 

time you have to spare)  

Cooking time: 40 minutes  
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How to: 

1. Mix the soy sauce, rice wine, tangerine, sesame oil, chilli flakes in a bowl.  Then add the 

sliced beef. Allow to marinade for 1hr-3 hours. After marinating, remove the beef from 

the marinade and discard the marinade. When removing the beef, ensure the marinade is 

not clinging to it. 

2. Place the beef in a sieve to get rid of excess liquid. (This will stop the beef from forming a 

paste whilst frying)  

3. Heat up the oil and add the beef, little at a time.  Fry until the meat has been well 

browned  

4. (make sure you keep stirring to keep it from burning) 10 minutes 

4. Once the beef has been fried, remove it from the pan and set 

aside.  

5. Add extra oil to the pan, then add the grated garlic and ginger. Fry for about a minute to 

avoid burning.  

6. Add the shredded carrot, sauté for 3 minutes.  

7. Next add the beef and Reduce the heat.  

8. In a separate bowl mix up the 1/2 of the Tangerine juice, soy sauce, honey, add it to the 

beef mixture. Let it simmer for 5 minutes  

 

9. Next mix the corn starch with the remaining tangerine juice, once mixed, add it to the 

beef. (Make sure you keep stirring whist adding the mixture to the beef or else it will 

clump up on one side)  

10. You will notice it will become thick, that’s ok, it’s meant to do that. If you find it too thick, 

add a little bit of water to loosen it up.  

11. Finally add some grated tangerine zest. (Do not skip this, it’s very vital to take this sauce 

to another level) allow to mix into the sauce for 2 minutes and then take it off from the 

cooker  

12. That’s it you are all done. Wasn’t that an amazing experience?  

13. There you go. Enjoy 

 

 
14. Love Duchess O 
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Chicken and Kidney in Suya Sauce  

  
Ingredients  

 

300g of Diced chicken breast  

200g of diced Kidney  

400g of chopped tomatoes  

1 teaspoon of fresh grated ginger  

1 teaspoon of grated garlic  

1 teaspoon of chilli flakes  

2 tablespoons of Suya spice  

1 cup of Sliced mixed peppers  

1 small white onions  

1 Knorr cube  

2 tablespoons of any oil of choice (olive oil, peanut oil, coconut oil etc.)  

Rice (basmati, jasmine or just plain rice)  

Black pepper  

 

Utensils  

 

1 large sauce pan  

Chopping board  

Wooden spoon  

 

Prep time: 5 minutes  

Cooking time: 30 minutes  

Total time: 35 minute  

  

How to:  

1. Dice the chicken and kidney. Rinse well until clean.  

2. Next season very lightly with salt and black pepper  
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3. Next heat up the oil, add the chicken and kidney (you can fry them separately, as this will 

help reduce the liquid that is released from the kidney.  

4. Add the thinly sliced onions and fry for 8 minutes on low heat. Ensure you are turning it 

occasionally.  

5. Now add the garlic and ginger. Fry for about 1 minute, not and then add the chopped 

tomatoes, Suya spice, Knorr cube and chilli. Reduce the heat to the lowest and allow to 

simmer for 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, check for salt, you shouldn’t really need anymore. 

6. And it’s ready! Remove from the heat and set aside. Let it settle for a bit before serving.  

7. Now you can serve!  

 

Enjoy 

 

Love Duchess O 
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 Curry Goat  

  

  

Ingredients:  

Goat meat  

2 Scallions (Spring onions)  

2 Scotch bonnet peppers  

1 large Onions  

Thumb sized Ginger  

2 cloves Garlic  

2 tbsp. of Caribbean curry powder  

1 teaspoon of Turmeric  

1 teaspoon of Cumin  

1 teaspoon of All spice  

1 cup of Beef stock  

1 can of Chopped tomatoes (400G)  

1 can of Coconut milk (400G)  

Salt to taste  

Knorr cubes  

¼ cup of Vegetable oil  

Utensils:  

1 Large pot  

1 wooden spoon  

Chopping board  
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Prep time: 5 minutes  

How to:   

1. First of all, wash the goat meat, then season with all the spices. Chop the onions, 
Scallions, peppers, garlic and ginger. Add it to the goat meat and work all of the 
ingredients into the meat. Seal tightly with foil paper or cling film and refrigerate 
overnight or for at least 3 hours.  

 

2. After marinating, put the pot on fire, add the oil and heat it for about a minute. While its 
heating up, remove the beef from the marinade and shake of any excess marinade.  

 

 

3. Add the goat meat to the pot and seal it until its brown on both sides. Remove the beef 
and set aside.  

 

4. Next add the remaining marinade ingredients and fry for 5 minutes. Then add the meat 
back into the pot, pour in the stock, add the plum tomatoes and the last tablespoon of the 
remaining spices. Turn on the lowest heat and let it cook for 2 hours and 30 minutes.  

 

 

5. By now all the ingredients should have all cooked properly and the meat tender.  
 

6. Finally add the 3/4 of coconut milk, increase the heat and cook for the last 30 minutes. 
Add salt to taste where necessary.  

 

7. P.s the curry should be semi thick. If it’s not that means you have added too much 
water/stock.  

 

8. That’s it, you are done.  

 

9. Serve with plain white rice or with rice and peas. (Rice and peas recipe is on my blog)  

 

 

 

Love Duchess O  
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Coconut Jollof Rice  

  

Ingredients  

3 cups of rice (I used long grain rice) 

1 can of coconut milk (400g) 

2 large Tatashe  

2 Tomatoes  

1 large Onions  

1 tsp of Curry  

1 tsp of Thyme  

1 tsp of White pepper 

Salt to taste 

Knorr cube 

1 tbs of Tomato purée (optional)   

2 cups of Beef or chicken stock  

2 stalks of Lemon grass (optional)  

 

Utensils   

Blender  

2 medium sized pots  

Wooden spoon  
Foil paper  

Prep time: 15 minutes  

Cooking time: 1 hour: 30 minutes  

Total time: 1 hour: 45 minutes  

How to: 

1. Blend the peppers and onions until smooth.   

2. Pour the blended pepper into a pot, add the tomato purée and cook for 15 

minutes.  
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3. Next heat up the oil in another pot, once hot, add it to the pepper and onions. 

I didn’t fry the onions first as I did not want it to overpower the sauce. Allow 

to mix for 2 minutes and then add I cup of beef stock. 

4. Meanwhile, Wash the rice thoroughly. Add the washed rice to the pot, add water to cover 
it and cook for 5 minutes  

5. Check on the rice. Drain off the excess starch and rinse until the water is clear.  

6. Pour the rice back into the pot, add the coconut water and milk, I however sneakily added 

lemon grass. Lol. But don’t worry if you don't have that at home. It’s totally optional. let 

it cook for 8 minutes. 
7. Next add the rice to the cooking sauce.  

8. Stir very well to allow the sauce mix well with the rice. Reduce the heat and let it steam 
cook for 20 minutes.  

9. Check on the rice, by now it should have soaked up all the moisture. add the stock 
sparingly, and a little bit of coconut water. (About 4 tablespoons) just enough to allow it 
steam cook. Cook for another 15 minutes or until soft.  

10. Remove the rice from the heat 

11. That’s it, you are done.   

 

Enjoy 

 

Love Duchess O  
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Spicy Gizdodo 

 

Ingredients: 

4 large Plantains 

1 large Onions 

1 teaspoon of chilli flakes 

Gizzard 

2 scotch bonnet peppers 

1 Red pepper 

1 green pepper 

1 can of Plum tomatoes 

1/2 teaspoon of purpose seasoning 

1/2 a teaspoon of chicken seasoning 

1 Knorr cube 

1/2 a teaspoon of curry 

1/2 a teaspoon of thyme 

1 cup of oil. (for frying the plantain) 

Utensils: 

Chopping board 

Medium sized pot 
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Wooden spoon 

Baking tray 

Prep time: 10 minutes 

cooking time 50 minutes 

total time: 1 hour 

How to: 

1. Blend the plum tomatoes and scotch bonnet peppers. Cook until the water dries up. 

2. Chop and finely dice the peppers and onions, set aside. 

Peel and cut the plantain into small bite sized pieces. 

3. Wash and remove any dry skin from the gizzard. Depending on the size, cut it into 

two as it has the tendency to shrink whilst cooking. 

4. Add it to the pot, season sparsely with onion powder, ginger and garlic. Add one 

teaspoon of all purpose seasoning and cook for 25 minutes. 

After 25 minutes, the gizzard should be cooked, remove from the pot, drain the stock. 

5. Add the gizzard to the baking tray and grill for 10 minutes. until its brown and crispy 

(as if it were fried) 

6. Next heat up the oil, and then add all the diced plantain to the pot and fry until it is 

nicely brown. 

7. By now the gizzard should be crisp. Add it to the fried dodo and mix for about a minute. 

8. Next add the cooked pepper, the remaining seasoning, and cook uninterrupted for 10 

minutes. 

9. Finally, now add the diced peppers to it and cook for 2 minutes. (I prefer it crunchy) but you 

can cook it for longer if you prefer. 

10. That's it, you are done 

 

Love Duchess O 
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Stewed Suya Chicdodo  

  

 

INGREDIENTS   

Chicken breast   

3 large plantain  

1 medium size tomato  

1 small tatashe   

4 heaped spoon of Suya spice (you can use less if you prefer)  

1/2 a teaspoon of Onion powder  

1/2 a teaspoon of Ginger powder  

1/2 a teaspoon of Paprika  

1 cup of Mixed peppers   

4 tablespoons of Vegetable oil  

UTENSILS  

2 frying pan  

1 medium sized bowl   

Prep time: 15 minutes   

Cooking time: 35 minutes 

Total time: 50 minutes 

 

How to:  

1. Cut the chicken breast into small medium size   
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2. Cut the plantain into cube size and then fry. Once fried set aside. (and also save at 

least 2-3 tablespoons of the oil used in frying the plantain. You will need 

this later) Cut the chicken breast into small medium size   

3. Season with 3 tbsp. of Suya spice, onion powder, paprika and ginger powder.   

4. Allow to marinate for at least an hour. If you are pressed for time, allow 30 minutes.   

5. Blend the tomato and pepper. Once blended, boil on very low heat and allow the water 

to dry up.  

6. Once the water dries up, set it aside  

7. After the chicken has marinated for a while, heat up the oil. Once hot, add the chicken 

and gradually separate it.   

8. Allow it to cook on low heat. Make sure it’s well cooked. Once cooked (semi fried) set 

it aside  

9. Next heat up 2-3 tablespoons of oil used in frying the plantain (remember I told you to 

set some aside?). And then add the cooked pepper and fry. Once fried add the chicken   

10. Allow to cook together for 5 minutes on medium heat. Please make sure you stir 

occasionally.   

11. Next add the remaining Suya spice, add the fried plantain and Mix together   

12. Finally add the mixed peppers. Allow to mix in for a few minutes and then turn off the 

heat.   

13. That’s it all done. Enjoy!  

 

 

Love Duchess O 
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Chilli Chocolate Brownies  

   

Ingredients   

4 level tablespoons of Flour  

1 tablespoon of Cocoa powder  

2 tablespoons of Butter  

1 Egg yolk  

1/4 spoon of Chilli flakes (more if you like it hot)  

1/2 a teaspoon of Vanilla extract  

2 tablespoon of brown Sugar  

Utensils  

Small Bowl  

Ramekin  

 

Prep time: 3 minutes   

Baking time: 1-2 minutes (depending on your microwave)  

Total time: 4-5 minutes   

How to:   

1. Melt the butter in a microwave.  

2. Next add the vanilla, sugar, salt and mix together.  

3. Next add the vanilla, sugar, salt and mix together.  

4. Sift the flour and cocoa powder. (In order to get rid of lumps.  

5. Mix the flour mixture with the butter mixture. Mix for 20. Seconds. Not more else it 
will break and gluten will be activated  

6. Pour into a mug or ramekin  

7. Place it in a microwave and cook for 1 minute.   
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8. Please note it depends it depends on the wattage of your microwaved he higher the 
wattage, the faster it cooks  

9. After 1 minute, take it away from the microwave   

10. It’s ready to serve! Now how easy was that.    

11. The combo of sweetness and spicy with the coolness of the cream is a match made in 
dessert land!   

12. Trust me you would love it. Enjoy! And Merry Christmas in Advance   
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Chocolate and Nuts Brownies  

 

 

Ingredients  

4 level tablespoons of Flour 

1 tablespoon of Cocoa powder 

2 tablespoons of Butter 

1 Egg yolk 

2 tablespoons of mixed nuts 

1/2 a teaspoon of Vanilla extract 

2 tablespoon of brown Sugar 

Utensils 

Bowl 

Ramekin 

Prep time: 3 minutes  

Baking time: 1-2 minutes (depending on your microwave) 

Total time: 4-5 minutes  
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How to:  

1. Melt the butter in a microwave. 

2. Next add the vanilla, sugar, salt and mix together. 

3. Now add the egg yolk  

4. Sift the flour and cocoa powder. (In order to get rid of lumps.  

5. Mix the flour mixture with the butter mixture. Mix for 20. Seconds. Not more else it 

will break and gluten will be activated. 

6. Pour into a mug or ramekin 

7. Add the nuts and chocolate chips  

8. place it in a microwave and cook. 

Please note it depends it depends on the wattage of your microwave. See 

guidance below.  

700 watts 2 mins 

800 watts 1 min: 30 sec 

1000 watt 1 min 

My microwave is 800w, so I cooked it for 1 min: 30 secs 

9. After 1 minute and 30 secs, take it away from the microwave. 

10. It's ready to serve! Now how easy was that 

11. The combo of sweetness and nuttiness with the coolness of the cream is a match 

made in dessert land!  

12. Trust me you would love it.  

 

Enjoy!  

 

And Merry Christmas in Advance  

 

Love Duchess O 
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Homemade Irish Cream  

  

  

Ingredients:  

 

3 tablespoons of Chocolate syrup  

1 tablespoon of Vanilla extract  

1 1/2 tablespoon of coffee  

2 tablespoons of light Condensed milk (you can add more if you like)  

2 cups of Light cream  

Ice (optional)  

 

Utensils  

Blender  

Prep time: 5 minutes  

No cooking time  

How to 

Put all the ingredients into a blender and blend until smooth. 

Put the ice cubes in a glass and pour the blended drink into it. 

That’s it, you are done. 

Love Duchess O 
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Pina Colada  

  

Ingredients 1  

1 medium sized diced pineapple  

1 litre of Pineapple and coconut juice  

1 litre of Whole milk  

Ice cubes  

If you can’t find the above recipes, please use the recipe below.  Just follow the same 

steps and procedure.  

Utensils:  

Blender  

A tall glass  

Ingredient 2  

1 medium sized diced pineapple  

1 litre of pineapple juice  

1 can of coconut milk  

1/2 a cup of ice  

Prep time 5 minutes  

How to:   

1. Cut and dice the pineapple, add it to the blender.  

2. Next pour in the whole carton of juice  
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3. Next add the milk and ice cubes  

4. Blend all the ingredients for about 1 minute.  

5. Next pour the contents into a sieve (this is to remove the shaft from the 

pineapple)  

6. Once it’s been sieved, pour it into a tall glass and garnish with a slice of 

pineapple.  

7. Your drink is ready to serve!  

8. Enjoy!! :)  

 

 

 

Love Duchess O 
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Strawberry Daiquiri  

  

Ingredients:  

1 cup of strawberries  

1 lime  

1 litre of sprite  

Utensils:  

Blender  
Glass cups  

Garnish:  

Sliced strawberry  

Sugar  

Prep time: 3 minutes  
Cooling time: 1hour -3 hours  

How to: 

1. Remove the pulp from the head of the strawberries, add it to the blender, then add 3 

tablespoons of lime juice and 3 cups of sprite and blend.  

2. Blend until the ingredients are combined.  

3. Next wet the rim pf the glass with water. Then dip the rim of glass into the sugar. This 

will give it a crystal like effect. It makes your drink look very appealing  

4. Finally pour the drink through a sieve into the glass (to help remove the shaft from the 

strawberries) and then garnish with a slice of strawberry.  

5. That’s it you are done. Enjoy. Love Duchess O 
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Zobbogaria  

  

Ingredients  

500 ml of Grape juice  

500 ml Apple juice  

500 ml Orange juice   

1 Lemon  

1 Lime  

2 Apples  

1 cup of Strawberries   

2 large Oranges  

500 ml of Sparkling water  

Utensils:  

Large bowl  

Wooden spoon  

Prep time: 1 hour  

Cooling time: 1 hour- as long as you like   

How to:   

1. Wash the sorrel leaves Properly. Ensure its well washed.   

2. Next slice all the fruits.  

3. Boil the sorrel leaves with 3 cups of water. Boil until that metallic taste is out. Boil for 35 

minutes.   
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4. Next drain it and set it aside to cool down. 25 minutes   

5. Once the zobbo is cooled. Add the other juices and mix. Taste for sweetness.  

6. Next add the slices fruits. Mix and allow to absorb the flavours. 10 minutes   

7. cover with cling film and refrigerate until well chilled.   

 

Serving tips.  

1. Wet the rim of a serving glass  

2. Dip it into sugar to allow it coat the top  

3. Pour in the juice   

4. Use a few fruits on a toothpick 

5. Place it over the drink  

6. it’s ready to be served.   

7. Enjoy!   

 

Love Duchess O  
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Chapman. 

   

Ingredients:   

1 500 ml of Fanta  

1 500ml of Sprite/7up  

1/4 cup of Ribena  

Juice of 1 Lime  

Juice of 1 Lemon  

1 or 2 tbsp. of Angostura bitters or use Alomo bitters  

1/8 cup of Grenadine syrup  

Cucumber  

Extra slices of lemon and lime  

  

 Utensils                                           

Large jug    

Prep time: 5 minutes  

 How to:   

1. Mix in the whole bottle of Fanta, sprite.   

2. Next add 1/4 cup of Ribena, 1/8 of grenadine or more depending on how red you want it.   

3. Followed by the juice from the lime and lemon   

4. Then finally add the angostura bitters. I used about 2 tablespoons.   

5. Mix it together very well and then add the sliced lemon and cucumber. Allow it to infuse 

for 20 minutes and It’s ready to be served.   

 

 

 


